
INTERACTIVE VR TOURS

FOR REAL ESTATE



INTERACTIV VR TOURS FOR REAL ESTATE. 
WHAT ARE THEY?

With so many developers and companies on the market? It is not easy to stand out 
and make customers remember your company.

VIRTUAL TOUR –is the tour of would-be apartments through VR glasses. With VR 
glasses jn? Your potential customers will find themselves in their future apartment 
and will even be able to go round the rooms, experiencing its decoration, furniture, 
and window view.

Surely this will leave your customers more impressed than just 

a paper drawing.

This powerful tool will commit your company to the emotional memory

of your customers for a long time, thus facilitating the sales.

Virtyal tour should become an operating tool for your company managers, 
doubling or tripling the sales if skilfully wielded.



HUGE ADVANTAGES BROUGHT TO YOU BY 
VIRTUAL REALITY! 

Imagine you can give your customer a tour around a would-be 
apartment or house, and you can do it right from your office, Isn't it 
amazing? 

Installing a VR headset and setting up a VR project, after a short 
interview your manager will be able to 'teleport' your customers to 
their future apartment. 

With a VR headset, they can get to their dream-apartment, walk 
around its rooms, screen decoration options, furniture and even step 
to a balcony to admire the vista

VR tours is a powerful tool for your company brand. Instead of paper 
leaflets, provide your customers with an opportunity to experience 
their future home and visit their future apartment virtually



IMPORTANT COMPONENTS 
OF A VR TOUR

 Friendly controls.
The VR project will be fitted with a most user- friendly 
interface and navigation. Viewers of any age will need a 
minimum of training to learn how to move, fly and interact 
with the virtual product

 Animation.
Animated objects like birds flying by the window, people 
having meals in a restaurant, cars moving along -enliven the 
environment and provide you with a unique spatial experience 
hard to forget.

 Portability .
The VR presentation equipment is compact and takes little 
time to set up. Presentations of real estate can be given 
anywhere-provided there is a 24x24 table, a comfortable 
armchair and a 220-V-outlet-in your office or at a show bench

 Reliability .
We have put much effort into discovering the best and most 
reliable equipment for your smooth migration into the VR.



VR point for sales office.

STATIONARY EQUIPMENT LIST OF 
EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR A VR TOUR: 

 1- Powerful desktop or laptop computer

 2-TV set (Full HD, 40")

 3- VR glasses, Oculus or HTC

 4- Equipment rack



VR mobile point of sale

LIST OF MOBILR EQUIPMENT NECESSARY 
FOR A VR TOUR:

1- Mobile VR glasses Vive Focus.



ABOUT VRCLUB
VRCLUB- is a VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented 
reality) studio. We do VR and AR projects for various 
industries: entertainment, real estate, and education. 

Our studio provides companies with tools to enhance 
the vision of their products for target audiences and 
ensure customers' loyalty. 

We see a huge potential of VR application for various 
business objectives. That is why we do this. 

If your business needs VR, we are just the thing!

Respectfully yours VRCLUB team.



VR points for sales.

Tel:       054-785-44-88

vladunicorp@gmail.com

Ashkelon, Ben Gurion ,11 VRCLUB 


